GOVERNMENT OF KERALA

Abstract

AIS - IFS - 03rd DST - SERB SCHOOL IN HERPATOLOGY (SECOND PHASE) SCHEDULED TO BE HELD AT WILDLIFE INSTITUTE OF INDIA, DEHRAWDUN FROM 1ST TO 15TH OCTOBER, 2015 - DEPUTATION OF SRI KRISHAN KUMAR IFS (KL:11) - SANCTIONED - ORDERS ISSUED.

GENERAL ADMINISTRATION (SPECIAL C) DEPARTMENT
G.O.(Rt.)No. 6987/2015/GAD. Dated, Thiruvananthapuram, 18.09.2015.

Read:- Letter No: IFS II-42724/2015 dated 20.08.2015 from the Principal Chief Conservator of Forests & Head of Forest Force, Kerala.

ORDER

Sanction is accorded for the deputation of Sri.Krishan Kumar IFS (KL:11), who is waiting for posting, for attending the 3rd DST - SERB School in Herpatoology (Second Phase) scheduled at Wildlife Institute of India, Dehradun from 1st to 15th October, 2015.

2) His to and fro journey to Dehradun by eligible means/class of transport is also sanctioned.

By Order of the Governor,
Sasidharan M.
Under Secretary to Government.

To

Sri.Krishan Kumar IFS (Through PCCF & HoFF).
The Principal Accountant General (Audit) Kerala, Thiruvananthapuram.
The Principal Accountant General (A&E) Kerala, Thiruvananthapuram.
The Head of Forest Force, Kerala, Forest Headquarters, Thiruvananthapuram.
The General Administration (SC) Department.
The Web and New Media, 1&PRD.

Copy to: The Principal Secretary to Chief Minister.
The Private Secretary to Chief Minister.
The Private Secretary to Minister (Forest, Environment, Transport, Sports & Cinema).
The Additional Secretary to Chief Secretary.
The P.A to Principal Secretary (Forests & Wildlife).
The CA to Additional Secretary (GA Special A &C).
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